The second question is whether the award is contrary to management’s statutory right to assign work. Because the Agency does not support its management-rights claim, and the Authority’s Regulations require excepting parties to support their claims, we reject the Agency’s claim.

The third question is whether, in finding a past practice, the Arbitrator exceeded his authority because he disregarded a provision in the parties’ agreement that prohibits arbitrators from adding to or altering the agreement. Because the Arbitrator had the authority to find that the parties modified their agreement by past practice, we find that the Arbitrator did not exceed his authority as alleged.

II. Background and Arbitrator’s Award

The Agency consists of a prison complex housing approximately 3,100 inmates and employing 726 employees. The grievances in the Agency’s Correctional Systems Department (CSD) and are responsible for processing inmates arriving and departing from the prison by weekly bus or air transport. This processing requires no fewer than three CSD employees, but may require more employees depending on the number of inmates involved. The schedule of inmate transport is not fixed, and occasionally occurs at times requiring the grievants to process inmates outside of their assigned shifts. The Agency generally receives advance notice of the expected inmate-transport times.

Before March 3, 2011, if the Agency expected that inmate processing would be necessary outside the grievants’ assigned shifts, supervisors would seek volunteers to work overtime. After March 3, 2011 – with little explanation other than “[i]n an effort to curtail overtime”\textsuperscript{1} – the Agency ceased seeking volunteers to work overtime under these circumstances. Instead, the Agency began moving forward the starting times and pushing back the ending times of the grievants’ previously scheduled shifts by two or more hours, so that the grievants could accomplish the inmate processing within their assigned shifts. The Agency changed the shifts only for the number of staff it determined necessary to complete the processing. Otherwise, the starting and ending times of the grievants’ assigned shifts stayed as previously scheduled.

The Union filed a grievance claiming that the Agency violated several provisions of the parties’ agreement, the MOU, and the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute (the Statute) by changing the grievants’ assigned shifts without first giving the Union notice and an opportunity to bargain.

\textsuperscript{1} Award at 4.
When the grievance was not resolved, it was submitted to arbitration. The parties did not stipulate to, and the Arbitrator did not expressly frame, any issues. However, the Arbitrator stated that “[t]his grievance involves an interpretation of the [parties’ agreement] and the [MOU] as applied to the facts. Elementary to this contract dispute is the recognition that the [parties’ agreement] and the [MOU] must be construed based upon the instruments as a whole, and not from a single word or phrase.”

Addressing the merits of the contractual dispute, the Arbitrator found that the Agency violated the parties’ agreement and the MOU by unilaterally changing the grievants’ assigned work shifts. In making this determination, the Arbitrator noted that Article 18, Section (o) – which states that “[e]mployees shall be given at least twenty-four (24) hours notice when it is necessary to make shift changes” – permits the Agency to adjust shifts in certain circumstances. He also noted that Article 18, Section (r) states that “[n]ormally, . . . employees . . . will remain on the shift/assignment designated by the quarterly roster,” and that the MOU states that “[n]ormally, there shall be no changes to the blank roster after it is issued.” The Arbitrator interpreted these provisions to mean that employees will “normally” work the hours previously assigned to them. The Arbitrator then looked to how the parties defined the term “normally.” The Arbitrator stated that the agreements do not define the term. Accordingly, the Arbitrator looked to how the parties defined the term in practice.

The Arbitrator determined that the parties had defined the term “normally” by developing and following a past practice of seeking volunteers to work overtime, rather than adjusting work shifts under Article 18, Section (o). He found that this practice modified the applicable terms of the parties’ agreements, and that the modification had the force of a mutual agreement between the parties. He further found that the change in practice was a change in “working conditions” and that Article 4 of the parties’ agreement required the Agency to “notify [the Union] to negotiate about the change and not to change unless there was a mutual agreement to do so.” Article 4, quoted by the Arbitrator, states in this regard that “[t]he [Agency] will provide [the Union] expeditious notification of the changes to be implemented in working conditions” and that such matters “shall not be changed unless agreed to in writing by the parties.”

On this basis, the Arbitrator sustained the grievance, noting that “this [award] does not stand for the proposition that the Agency cannot take steps to control overtime[, but that] it must do so within the confines of its contractual obligations.” The Arbitrator ordered the Agency to cease changing the shifts and to “adhere to the provisions of the [parties’ agreement] and [the MOU] regarding roster procedures and shift assignments for [the grievants].”

The Agency filed exceptions to the Arbitrator’s award, and the Union filed an opposition to the Agency’s exceptions.

III. Preliminary Matter: Sections 2425.4(c) and 2429.5 of the Authority’s Regulations bar some of the Agency’s exceptions.

The Agency argues that the award is based on a nonfact because the “Arbitrator uses his definition of ‘normally’ in finding that the parties created a past practice” under which the Agency solicited volunteers for overtime, rather than changing employees’ work schedules. The Agency contends that “the word ‘normally’ does not apply here because it is not a part of Article 18, [Section] (o).” In addition, the Agency argues that the Arbitrator’s finding of a past practice fails to draw its essence from the parties’ agreement because, in making that finding, the Arbitrator “disregarded” Article 18, Section (p)(1) of the parties’ agreement. Specifically, the Agency contends that, under Article 18, Section (p)(1), “[t]he management who determines when overtime is necessary.

Under the Authority’s Regulations, exceptions may not rely on “any evidence, factual assertions, [or] arguments . . . that could have been, but were not, presented to the arbitrator,” and the Authority “will not consider any [such] evidence, factual assertions, [or] arguments.” The Agency’s nonfact and essence exceptions essentially challenge the Arbitrator’s finding that there was a past practice of soliciting volunteers for overtime, rather than changing employees’ work schedules. The record shows that the Union’s argument
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before the Arbitrator concerned whether there was such a past practice.\textsuperscript{20} The Agency could have argued to the Arbitrator that no past practice existed, and could have cited Article 18, Section (p)(1), but nothing in the record indicates that the Agency took either action. Thus, §§ 2425.4(c) and 2429.5 bar the Agency from making these arguments before the Authority,\textsuperscript{21} and we dismiss the nonfact and essence exceptions.

IV. Analysis and Conclusions

A. The award is not contrary to law.

The Agency argues that the award is contrary to law, specifically, the Authority’s “covered-[by] doctrine”\textsuperscript{22} and management’s right to assign work.\textsuperscript{23} When exceptions involve an award’s consistency with law, the Authority reviews any question of law raised by the exceptions and the award de novo.\textsuperscript{24} In applying the standard of de novo review, the Authority assesses whether an arbitrator’s legal conclusions are consistent with the applicable standard of law.\textsuperscript{25} In making that assessment, the Authority defers to the arbitrator’s underlying factual findings.\textsuperscript{26}

1. The “Covered-By” Doctrine

The Agency asserts that the subject matter of the change is “covered by” Article 18, Section (o) of the parties’ agreement and, therefore, the Statute did not require the Agency to bargain.\textsuperscript{27} As a threshold matter, the Agency argues that the “covered-[by]” doctrine applies in this case because the Arbitrator found that the Agency violated a statutory duty to bargain.\textsuperscript{28} In this connection, the Agency makes two contentions. First, the Agency contends that both parties cited the Statute in their issue statements to the Arbitrator.\textsuperscript{29} Second, the Agency contends that the Arbitrator based his decision, in part, on Article 4 of the parties’ agreement – which, according to the Agency, restates the Statute’s bargaining obligations, rather than imposing a separate, contractual obligation to bargain.\textsuperscript{30} The Agency asserts\textsuperscript{31} that the Authority made this finding in \textit{U.S. DOJ, Federal BOP, Washington, D.C. (BOP I)}\textsuperscript{32}.

It is well-established that the “covered-[by]” doctrine applies \textit{only} as a defense to an alleged failure to satisfy a statutory bargaining obligation.\textsuperscript{33} By contrast, where a dispute involves only a contractual – as opposed to a statutory – bargaining obligation, “the issue of whether the parties have complied with the agreement becomes a matter of contract interpretation for the arbitrator.”\textsuperscript{34} So, to decide whether the “covered-by” doctrine applies, we must first determine whether the Arbitrator found a statutory or a contractual bargaining obligation.

The record contains some passing references to the Statute. Specifically, the grievance – which the Arbitrator “granted”\textsuperscript{35} – alleged a statutory violation, and the parties’ issue statements to the Arbitrator mentioned the Statute.\textsuperscript{36}

However, the Arbitrator did not discuss the Statute, set forth the standards for a statutory duty to bargain, or state that he found a violation of the Statute. Instead, he expressed the issue before him in purely contractual terms. Specifically, he stated: “This grievance involves an interpretation of the [parties’ agreement] and the [MOU]. Elementary to this contract dispute is the recognition that the [parties’ agreement] and [the MOU] must be construed based upon the instruments as a whole.”\textsuperscript{37} And it is clear that, under Article 4 of the parties’ agreement, he found that the Agency violated a contractual bargaining obligation.\textsuperscript{38}

According to the Agency, the Authority has found that Article 4 does not impose a contractual bargaining obligation, separate from the Statute’s bargaining obligations.\textsuperscript{39} The Agency is incorrect. The Authority did indeed state in \textit{BOP I} that Article 4
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“specifically references the parties’ statutory duties.”

But the Authority made clear in BOP I that this statement addressed only Article 4, Section (a), not the remainder of Article 4. Article 4, Section (a) states that the parties “shall have due regard for the obligation imposed by 5 [U.S.C. §§] 7106, 7114, and 7117.”

In contrast, Article 4, sections (b) and (c) – which the Authority did not address in BOP I – recognize a contractual obligation to bargain and do not mention the Statute. Specifically, Article 4, Section (b) states that, with respect to “matters which are not covered in supplemental agreements at the local level, all written benefits, or practices and understandings between the parties implementing [the parties’] [a]greement . . . shall not be changed unless agreed to in writing by the parties.” Article 4, Section (c) states both that “[t]he employer will provide expeditious notification of the changes to be implemented in working conditions” and that “such changes will be negotiated in accordance with the provisions of [the parties’] agreement.” As the sections of Article 4 imposing these obligations do not mention the Statute, and as the Arbitrator did not otherwise discuss the Statute and made specific references to a purely contractual dispute as mentioned above, we find that the Arbitrator found only a contractual – not a statutory – obligation to bargain.

Overlooking the import of sections (b) and (c) of Article 4, the dissent argues, erroneously, that this case is controlled by the D.C. Circuit’s decision in Federal BOP v. FLRA (BOP II). BOP II held that the Agency did not have an obligation to bargain under the Statute over certain work-assignment matters not at issue here. In the court’s view, the parties had resolved their respective rights and obligations under the Statute concerning those work assignment matters by agreeing to contract provisions that “covered” those matters. Under the “covered-by” doctrine, questions about a party’s compliance with agreed-upon contract provisions are “properly resolved through the contractual grievance procedure.”

The Arbitrator in the instant case did just that. He resolved questions about the Agency’s compliance with the agreed-upon contract provisions at issue here – which are different from the contract provisions involved in BOP II. Because BOP II does not deal with contract-compliance issues, or the contract provisions here involved, it is inapposite.

As the Arbitrator found only a contractual bargaining obligation, the “covered-by” doctrine does not apply in this case. Accordingly, we reject the Agency’s reliance on that doctrine.

2. Management’s Right to Assign Work

The Agency contends that, by interpreting Article 18, Section (o) in context with Article 18, Section (r) to find that the Agency had a past practice of seeking volunteers for overtime when inmate transport called for work outside the grievants’ assigned shifts, the Arbitrator “place[d] a burden on the exercise of management’s right to assign work.” But the Agency does not offer any argument or support for this claim.

Under § 2425.6(e)(1) of the Authority’s Regulations, “[a]n exception may be subject to . . . denial . . . [t]he excepting party fails to . . . support a ground” for setting aside an arbitration award. Consistent with § 2425.6(e)(1), where an excepting party raises a recognized ground for reviewing an arbitration award, but fails to provide any supporting arguments, the Authority denies the exception. Applying these principles, as the Agency does not provide any support for its management-rights claim, we reject the Agency’s claim.

B. The Arbitrator did not exceed his authority.

The Agency contends that the Arbitrator exceeded his authority by disregarding specific limitations on his authority set forth in the parties’ agreement. The Agency claims that by interpreting Article 18, Section (o) along with Article 18, Section (r), to find that the Agency had acquiesced in a past practice of seeking volunteers for overtime in certain circumstances, the Arbitrator effectively added to and altered the terms of the parties’ agreement in violation of Article 32, Section (h). Article 32, Section (h) provides that “[t]he arbitrator shall have no power to add to,
subtract from, disregard, alter, or modify any of the terms of . . . [the parties’] [a]greement.”  

Arbitrators exceed their authority when they fail to resolve an issue submitted to arbitration, resolve an issue not submitted to arbitration, disregard specific limitations on their authority, or award relief to those not encompassed within the grievance. Under Authority precedent, an arbitrator may appropriately determine whether a past practice has modified the terms of a collective-bargaining agreement.

Here, the Arbitrator found that the Agency’s practice of seeking volunteers for overtime when necessary, as opposed to changing assigned work shifts, modified the applicable terms of the parties’ agreements, and that the modification had the force of a mutual agreement between the parties. Therefore, the Arbitrator did not add to or alter the terms of the parties’ agreements, but instead, found that the parties themselves had done so in their creation of, and acquiescence in, the past practice. As the Arbitrator had the authority to make this finding, we find that the Arbitrator did not exceed his authority, and we deny this exception.

V. Decision

We dismiss the Agency’s nonfact and essence exceptions and deny the remaining exceptions.

Member Pizzella, dissenting:

Major League Baseball Hall-of-Famer, Yogi Berra, once famously said, “[i]t’s like déjà-vu, all over again.” If he were to read this case, he probably would say that again while scratching his head in disbelief.

This is at least the sixth time that the same Union – AFGE, Council of Prison Locals C-33 (Council 33) – has filed a grievance against the same Agency – the Bureau of Prisons (Bureau) – alleging that the Bureau violated the same provision – Article 18 – of the same nationwide collective-bargaining agreement. In each of these cases, the Bureau has attempted to implement a cost-savings measure (in this case, a reduction in overtime costs), and in each case Council 33 has sought to impede or delay implementation of those measures by arguing that the Bureau must first bargain with the Union again even though Article 18 “do[es] not give rise to a further duty to bargain.” According to Council 33’s lead negotiator, Article 18 was a “complete rewrite” of the procedures by which the Bureau “assign[s] work” and “implement[s] . . . procedures” related to the assignment of work and shifts.

As I have noted, time and again, the filing of repeated grievances over the same matters “unwisely consume[s] federal resources . . . and serve[s] to undermine ‘the effective conduct of [government] business.”

In this case, we again face a now familiar scenario. In an attempt “to reduce overtime costs” (a fact that is ignored entirely by the Arbitrator), the Bureau began to adjust the start or end times of the shifts of “a few” officers in order to process inmates into the prison when inmates were scheduled to arrive by bus or airlift outside of “normal duty hours.” Whenever the Bureau
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became aware that scheduled arrivals would require a change to the start or end time of officers’ shifts, the impacted officers were provided with at least forty-eight hours advance notice, and the shift adjustments were no more than two hours (and “often . . . less”). To the Bureau, this was a prudent decision that would save the Bureau (and taxpayers) from paying unnecessary overtime costs. To Council 33, however, these minor shift adjustments constituted a “change[] in working conditions” that could not be implemented unless and until the Bureau bargained with representatives from Council 33.

In U.S. DOJ, Federal BOP (BOP I), my colleagues found that Council 33’s demand that the Bureau had to bargain before it could reassign officers from regular shifts to “relief” shifts “was not covered by Article 18 of the parties agreement.” But just six months before the Arbitrator made his determination in this case, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit (D.C. Circuit) in Federal BOP v. FLRA (BOP II) reversed that decision and determined that the Bureau did not have to bargain with Council 33 before it reassigned officers because Article 18 was a “complete rewrite” of how the Bureau would “assign work.” According to the court, Article 18 “covers and preempts challenges to all specific outcomes of the assignment process,” including any grievance “about the discretion Article 18 itself affords to the [Bureau].” In other words, the court found that shift reassignments were “cover[ed]” by Article 18 and the Bureau was relieved from any further bargaining on those matters.

Arbitrator George T. Roumell, Jr. (apparently convinced that he understood the the law better than the court) concluded that the Agency nonetheless was obligated to bargain with the Union before it could implement any “change” to the officers’ shifts and that, by failing to do so, the Bureau violated an entirely generic provision (Article 4) of which the court was aware but considered to be irrelevant, that simply restated the Agency’s statutory obligations including the duty to bargain. In making that determination, the Arbitrator relied upon an earlier case that is not only factually inapposite to the facts of this case but that also predated the court’s decision in BOP II.

The Bureau argues that the Arbitrator’s award is contrary to law because he ignored the court’s decision in BOP II and determined that the matter is not “covered by” Article 18. But, without so much as a passing nod to the court’s decision in BOP II, the majority concludes that the “covered by” doctrine does not apply because, in their opinion, the Arbitrator’s award is based on an implicit “contractual . . . obligation to bargain.”

I agree with my colleague, Member DuBester, wherein he noted recently that cases of this nature “illustrate[] the difficulties in applying the covered-by standard.” Even though we may not agree entirely on the reasons why the Authority’s current covered-by standard is inadequate, I wholeheartedly agree that “the Authority’s use of the covered-by standard warrants a fresh look.” In this respect, I do not believe that a contractual provision that simply repeats the Bureau’s obligation to bargain creates a separate bargaining obligation when the parties “completely rewrote” the procedures by which the Bureau “assign[s] work” and “implement[s] procedures” related to the assignment of work and shifts. As I noted in AFGE, Local 12, circumstances such as these do not “foster work practices that facilitate and improve . . . the efficient
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accomplishment of the operations of the Government.”

To hold otherwise certainly will not encourage agencies and unions to make the effort to reach broad agreements.

I also do not agree that the Arbitrator found an independent contractual violation. Relying on the Authority’s decision in IRS, National Distribution Center (IRS) the Arbitrator found only that “assigning [officers] to work beyond their . . . eight[–]hour day . . . was a working condition” that required the Bureau “to notify [Council 33] to negotiate about the change and not to change unless there was a mutual agreement to do so.” The Arbitrator never found that the Bureau violated Article 4 or the Statute. On that point, he seemed to be more confused. He simply rambled that his “conclusion [was] consistent with [IRS],” a case wherein the Authority determined that the subject provision “did[not] explicitly address” and therefore did not cover – the matter over which the union sought to bargain.

The Authority also determined, in that case, that a status quo remedy – a typical remedy for a statutory violation – was an appropriate remedy for the agency’s statutory violation.

In this case, neither party raised any section of Article 4 as an issue in their statement of issues to the Arbitrator, and the Arbitrator himself makes no mention of Article 4 throughout his seventeen-page analysis other than to cut and paste a copy of Article 4 on the seventeenth page of his eighteen page award. Nonetheless, my colleagues assert that they were able to locate where the Arbitrator specifically “found” that Section c. of Article 4 “required [the Bureau] to ‘notify [the Union] to negotiate about the change.’” However, the only mention of Article 4 that I am able to find throughout the entire award is the Arbitrator’s verbatim cut and paste of Sections a., b., and c. on page seventeen; he never mentions either Article 4, or any of the three sections, throughout his entire analysis. Therefore, I am surprised that my colleagues are able to conclude ex nihilo that the Arbitrator found a violation of Article 4, in general, let alone a specific violation of Section c.

Contrary to their finding here, in BOP I, the majority determined that Article 4 does not create a separate contractual bargaining obligation. In that case, the majority found that Article 4 “specifically references the parties’ statutory duties . . . and that Article 3(d) stands on its own as an unrelated bargaining provision that may form the basis of a contractual violation.

Just as in this case, the arbitrator in BOP I addressed the question of whether the Agency was required to bargain concerning a change in staffing procedures that the Agency asserted was covered by Article 18. In his lengthy analysis, the arbitrator focused on Article 18 and determined that the Agency violated its statutory duty to bargain but also mentioned, in passing, that several other obscure provisions – Articles 3(c) and (d), Article 4, and Article 7(b) – established a “separate” contractual obligation to bargain that the Agency also violated. But the majority specifically found, that of the obscure provisions mentioned by the arbitrator, only “Article 3(d) . . . stands on its own” to establish a contractual duty to bargain and that, in contrast, Article 3(c), Article 4 (not “Article 4, Section (a)” as the majority now claims), and Article 7(b) all “specifically reference[] the parties’ statutory duties.” In the end, however, the court in BOP II reversed the Authority because it found that the Agency had no obligation, statutory or contractual, to bargain.

Therefore, I cannot decide if I am more surprised that the majority would set out to rewrite BOP I or that they would conclude yet again, contrary to the court’s determination in BOP II, that the Bureau must bargain with Council 33 before it can adjust the start or
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end times of the shifts of a “few” officers, a matter that is clearly covered by Article 18.

The Court in BOP II was quite clear that Article 18 addresses “how and when” the Bureau will “assign work” and “covers and preempts challenges to all specific outcomes of the assignment process.” From my perspective, the process by which the Bureau decided to adjust officers’ schedules is simply part of that assignment process and how the Bureau decided to assign work. Therefore, the Bureau’s decisions are covered by Article 18, and the Bureau has no further obligation to bargain.

Just as in BOP II, I believe that the majority once again has “embraced an unreasonably narrow view of what [Article 18] ‘covers’” and that the Arbitrator’s award is “incompatible with . . . the terms [and] the purpose” of the Statute. I would conclude that the Arbitrator’s award is contrary to law.

Even though the D.C. Circuit determined that all negotiations over the matters, processes, and procedures covered by Article 18 were accomplished at the bargaining table, I am concerned that neither my colleagues, nor AFGE, Council 33, have taken heed of the court’s clear instruction on this point. I would not be surprised, therefore, if we see AFGE Council 33 again trying out new arguments to demand new negotiations. But,

then, to borrow one more time from the words of that great philosopher, Yogi Berra: “[i]t ain’t over till it’s over.”

Thank you.
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